Alkali Manufacturers Association of India
TWO DAY INTERNATIONAL SEMINAR ON
"SAFE AND EFFICIENT TRANSPORTATION OF CHLOR-ALKALI PRODUCTS IN INDIA"
25th & 26th September 2019 (Wednesday & Thursday)
Grand Mercure Hotel Surya Palace, Vadodara, Gujarat

AMAI is organizing its next event consisting of two day Seminar on “Safe and Efficient Transportation of Chlor-alkali Products in India” and concurrent Mini-Exhibition, Networking and B2B Sessions. The event will be held on 25th & 26th September 2019 at Vadodara, Gujarat. Eminent Speakers from World Chlorine Council, Euro Chlor, The Chlorine Institute USA and Various Subject Experts, Technology Know-how Suppliers/Licensors, Logistics Companies, Regulators and Implementing Agencies like Disaster Management Groups, Emergency Responders, EPC Consultants, Engineering Consultants, Equipment and Transport/Automobile Companies, Safety and Disaster Management Experts from Global & Indian Industry, would be making presentations and sharing their knowledge & expertise. The focus will be on the statutory requirements, regional regulations, issues and problems in implementation, latest developments to make the transportation a safe and efficient process through effectively handling the incidents, developments to optimise the operation and safety through upgraded automation and improved controls.

Conference Papers will cover
- International & Indian Regulations and Experiences for chlorine transport through pipeline
- Regulations, Precautions/Recommendations and Experiences for gaseous and liquid chlorine transport through pipelines – US, China, Europe, India
- Chlorine & Hydrogen tonners/cylinders Handling, Inventory & Tracking
- Emergency Preparedness & Response System
- Safe and Efficient Transportation of Chlor-Alkali Products
- Chlorine & Hydrogen tonners/cylinders Handling, Inventory & Tracking
- Industry Experiences and In-House Developments to improve transit efficiency and enhanced safety during transportation of chlor-alkali products
- ISO Containers for transfer of hazardous chemicals in India
- Integration in chlor-alkali industry, Chemical Park Concept and infrastructure development/improvement to make bulk chlorine transportation viable in India
- Smart Transit using AI Technology
- Proposed New Designs of Chlorine and Hydrogen tonners with inbuilt tracking devices like RFID and GPS
- Road Safety Education & Defensive Driving Institute
- Industry Perspective on importance of educating drivers carrying hazardous chemicals on road
- Procedures/Practices & Precautions for loading & unloading of Chlorine as well as Hydrogen tonners/cylinders

PARTICIPATION FEE*
Members Rs.12,000 (+ GST as applicable)
Non-Members Rs.18,000 (+ GST as applicable)
Foreign Delegates US$ 600 (inclusive of GST)

*SPECIAL DISCOUNTS (FOR DELEGATES ONLY):
- Early Bird Discount of 10% Valid till 31.07.2019 (Wednesday)
- Multiple Delegate Discount: 10% for three or more delegates registered from the same organization
- Pre-Registration & Pre-Payment is obligatory.
- Participation charges are non-refundable, however change in nomination will be acceptable upto 20.09.2019 (Friday)
- Last date of registration is 20.09.2019 (Friday)

CONTACT PERSON
Ms. Harjeet Kaur Anand
Joint Director (Tech.)
09818904989
hkanand@ama-india.org
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